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As part of our physics topic this term and our exploration of the big question ‘What Can I
Invent?’ all sorts of tinkering and building has been going on in all our Learning
Communities. Many students have continued their great ideas for inventions at home
which is also great to see. Don’t forget our Design
Expo is coming up in September. That will give the
students the opportunity to share their learnings and
inventions with their families. We look forward to seeing
you all there!
This week the 1/2 Learning Community had an
incursion with Supreme Incursions. As part of this, they
explored the forces of push and pull. First the students
created their own invention with wheels, timber and
bolts. Then they raced against time to put together a billy cart from scratch. Finally, the
students got to test the billy carts and race them around on the basketball court.
Everyone had a fantastic time and were inspired to make their own billy carts at home.
The instructors were very impressed with the students, knowledge, skills, curiosity and
collaboration. They said they normally don’t build the billy carts with 1/2s, usually doing it with older students, so it was
wonderful to see our very capable and enthusiastic students in action!

We continue our Book Challenge this week of course. I hope everyone is doing lots of reading. It is certainly the
weather for being tucked up with a book. This week I have included on the next page, some of the Year 3/4s who have
shared some thoughts about what they like reading. Congratulations to last week’s book challenge awards winners –
Adrian, Ayisha, Serena and Manu.
We wish our basketball team the best of luck today for their Hoop Time competition. They
have been putting in the time to practice their skills and I know they will represent our school
with pride.

Remember - Every Day Counts!
Have a good weekend

Jo Money
Principal

Junior Learning Community Swimming (F to 2)
Forms have gone home for the swimming program for the JLC. We hope to have as
many students as possible participate in this program, as learning water safety and
swimming is essential to keep children safe near and in water. We hope you will take
this opportunity to provide your child with the important skills required to stay water
safe. It is, of course, also lots of fun!
A note went out last week asking all families to indicate what their plans are for
2020. As we move closer to the end of this term, we have to start planning for
staffing for next year, so if you are not returning to Glenroy Central PS please let
us know as soon as possible. Also, please indicate if you have a student for
Foundation or Kindergarten who will be joining us. We understand that sometimes
people are unsure of their plans, but if you could indicate you are unsure then we
will take that into account as we begin our planning and organisation.

We are a Child Safe School.

Term 3 Diary
School Banking: Every Tuesday
Book Month: 1st to 31st August
Hoop Time (5/6s Selected) – Thursday 15th August
Years 3 to 6 swimming: August 26th to September 5th
Design Expo: Wednesday 18th September 2.20pm Opening Time

